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Labeling is a mission-critical link in the supply chain. If labels aren’t printed, products aren’t shipped.

Decentralized labeling processes can introduce a host of issues like non-compliance, product recalls
and production delays. The resulting indirect costs can be disastrous to a company’s reputation and
its bottom line.

NiceLabel’s label management system is a next-generation solution for businesses that operate a

quality management system or are regulated. It includes everything needed to standardize, integrate
and control labeling.

Optimize your supply chain

NiceLabel’s label management system integrates directly with Oracle applications and provides users with
a label designer, a document management system (DMS), an integration system, a web printing system,

non-production environments and a change and transport system (CTS). Organizations can take advantage
of labeling best practices and business users can quickly respond to label change requests without the
need for IT help.

Meet customer and regulatory requirements

Customers and regulators require accurate label data, compliance with standards, and traceability for every
product shipped. NiceLabel provides data validation, time stamps, maintenance of records, and capture of
electronic signatures for adherence with industry and labeling regulations. It ensures you’ll withstand an
audit, minimizes the risk of mislabeling and reduces product recalls.

Design fewer labels

NiceLabel provides consolidation and comparison technology that reduces the need for many label vari-

ations. It simplifies label creation, management and validation processes. Business users can tap into the
power of centralized database storage to find, visually compare, and modify templates. Browser-based
access improves workflows and collaboration to deploy approved label changes globally in a matter of
hours rather than months.

Centralize label management

NiceLabel helps you centralize label lifecycle management, reduce the complexity of label data management and streamline the label approval workflow. These process improvements result in reduced errors,
quarantined product, reworks, and recalls avoiding fines or ultimately, loss of business.
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Achieve labeling and brand consistency

Businesses with multiple locations often end up with fragmented labeling systems. Decentralized systems
expose companies to risks of error and inconsistency in labels between locations, which leads to expen-

sive maintenance and compliance fines. NiceLabel consolidates your labeling systems and lets you achieve
labeling consistency, centralized control and standardized branding.

Roll out updates with ease

The NiceLabel CTS is a tool that transports changes between non-production and production environments. The system also moves changes across decentralized servers.

Direct integration with Oracle applications
NiceLabel’s Oracle E-Business Suite label
integration seamlessly connects enter-

prise labeling with business-critical Oracle

MASTER DATA

applications like Warehouse Management
System (WMS) and Mobile Supply Chain

Applications (MSCA) to deliver a best-practice solution in just hours without weeks of

configuration or programming. NiceLabel’s

ALL-IN-ONE NICELABEL SERVER
Business connectors
Business rules
Print engine

all-in-one server architecture includes
business connectors, data mapping,

business rules and workflows, a print

engine and load balancing for high volume
environments.

Transform your labeling

The NiceLabel label management system helps Oracle customers significantly reduce or even eliminate the
indirect costs of labeling, including reworking mislabeled products, costs associated with interrupting operations to reprint labels, and unplanned downtime. Add on the direct cost of the labor-intensive deployment
and programming to integrate a back-end system with a label management system and the extra labor for
quality assurance and the potential cost reduction is significant. With the NiceLabel label management
system, companies eliminate errors, enhance agility, reduce costs, and increase customer satisfaction
while driving down the direct and indirect costs of labeling.
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